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Excel budget expense tracking template

Stay organized and go through all your important tasks with this to-do list template. Highlight projects, appointments, and events and check out the items as they are completed. This model can be implemented for a variety of uses, from supermarket lists to project planning. It's not fun, glamorous, or even enjoyable. However, the creation of a budget is a necessary part of adultlife, and is essentially the first
step towards financial stability. Having a working budget in place will help you identify exactly where you are with your finances. Here are some tips to create a practical monthly budget to help you keep your finances under control. Know your income The first thing you need to understand is how much money you are actually bringing in every month. This number is not just your annual salary divided by 12
months. You will also have to deduct factors such as income tax, pension plan contributions and other things that would be anchored from your salary. Not including these deductions will cause you to have an inflated idea of what your take-home income is, which will put you in the red. Document your expenses, fixed and variable Your fixed expenses would include things like mortgage, car payments,
student loans and so on. These expenses remain relatively constant month after month. Variable expenses, on the other hand, are those that only appear every few months, or fluctuate from month to month cost. These may include property tax payments, entertainment, groceries, and so on. Focus on your savings It's a good idea to put some money aside every month – no matter how little – for your
savings account. Financial experts typically recommend setting about 10% of your post-tax income aside for your savings, although the more you can save, the better. You can choose to have a portion of your money transferred from your checking account and into your savings account automatically every month so you don't have the excuse to 'forget' to put that portion aside. Keeping a monthly budget
can help you keep track of your finances Analyze your spending habits – Keeping all your receipts by retaining all your receipts for all your expenses will help you determine how much you're actually spending every month. After two or three months of adding these totals, you'll get a good idea of the average amount of money that's going to expenses, and determine whether you need to reduce spending or
not. Setting goals, specific short- and long-term goals can help you pay off any outstanding debt you may have, which may eventually release your finances at some point. Short-term goals can include things like paying credit cards, while long-term goals can pay your mortgage. Choosing an easy-to-use budgeting tool Putting a budget together requires a feature that helps you organize your finances. Using
a budget tool, such as a simple monthly budget model in an Excel Excel you can easily account for your income, expenses and find out the difference between the two after all the factors have been considered and identified. At that point, you'll be able to see if you still have money left, or if you're digging yourself into a financial hole. A budget can essentially help straighten your finances if necessary, and
allow you to have a clear view of your financial health. Click here to download the monthly budget model from the XLS .xls. If you're looking for the easiest and best FREE way to keep a budget and stick to it, Mint.com. Here you'll find valuable tools to help you stay on top of your finances by organizing and categorizing your spending for you. Using your easy-to-use monthly budget model, all you need to do
is connect your numbers and make solid money decisions that are good for you! Click here to try the Mint for free. Related I am pleased to present a simple and totally free budget spreadsheet that can be used to plan quickly and easily how much you can spend each month. Using the spreadsheet is easy. First, gather your counterpayments and enter your monthly income. Then collect a month of bills and
receipts. Enter the monthly values in the appropriate categories, estimating any value that varies from month to month. After entering all the amounts, the worksheet will tell you how much you will have at the end of the month to save or pay off debts. The spreadsheet will also tell you how close you are to an optimal income allocation. Such allocation models are often used by banks and other lenders to
determine their financial balance. Feel free to try the spreadsheet today using the download link below. If you don't want to spend too much time on your budget, sometimes all you need is a quick chart to write down about what you'll spend each month. Does that sound right? So this super simple one-page spreadsheet is for you. Download as PDF Need a more powerful budget solution? Discover Personal
Capital that aggregates both your daily spending and your investments and provides free expert advice. Read more: PocketSmith Review: My Experience Using PocketSmith Save Your First - Or NEXT - $100,000 Sign up for free weekly cash tips to help you earn and save more We commit never to share or sell your personal information. Are you trying to make a budget and need a simple way to track your
expenses? Are you planning a renovation project for your home? Do you need to keep track of your small business expenses? Want a simple budget tracker to monitor the status of your project? You may not need costly expense tracking software to track your expenses. Try our model tracking of free expenses. Disclosure Tracking remodeling expenses. For example, a kitchen makeover project (see
reference below). Track improvement and maintenance costs on your home or properties. Track your small business expenses and stay within your budget. Track project expenses for small ones projects that also require budget monitoring. This spreadsheet is a simple expense tracker or budget tracker. It allows you to save your expenses as a checkbook record (by date, including a description, etc.), but
has separate columns for different expense categories for recording and totaling your expenses. Budget Tracking Chart (screenshot) In the budget tracking chart, the totals are compared to your budget so that you can see the % spent and your remaining budget. I tried to set up the worksheet so that it's easy to insert or delete columns, depending on how many different expenses you want to track. Lists
below are some of the features or details to note, as you are using the expense tracking sheet or budget tracking chart. The labels of the expense categories (e.g. Category X) are just labels, so go ahead and change them to be what you want. Conditional formatting is used to highlight all other rows, to allow you to easily insert or delete rows, and still maintain easy readability from the expense list. When
inserting new rows, insert the new rows above the last empty row in the table (not directly above the Total row). This will help ensure that Totals update correctly (you should probably check to make sure that you don't spoil the formulas, though). Two of the columns are hidden - to facilitate the insertion of new categories of expenses. When you enter a new category, enter the new column to the left of the
Other column, and then copy/paste formulas into the header and total rows. In the latest version, I changed the date format to the default format * so that dates are displayed as d/m/yyyy or m/d/yyyy, depending on your computer's local settings. Revenue/Savings Tracking The expense tracker can be used for tracking revenue, making only a few changes to the labels. Change Spent to Be Saved or
Conquered. Change expense to income. Change the Budget for Gol if you want to use the spreadsheet to track your savings goals. Expense Tracking Related Templates Related Content Here are four budget features and tools that you can start using now. Federal Trade Commission budget worksheetHow it works: The Federal Trade Commission offers a website to educate consumers about money,
including how to budget. To get started, see your Spreadsheet Make a Quote. Download the PDF and fill in the fields to see if you're earning more than you spend or spending more than you earn. What we like: numbers and formulas can make the budget a detour, but this spreadsheet is the farthest thing to intimidate. It's a great starting point if you've never budgeted before. Once you see where the
money is leaking, locate save money. Where to get it: Download the PDF of the Consumer.gov.Microsoft Office templatesHow it works: Maintaining a spreadsheet requires discipline and creating a spreadsheet from scratch takes time. Save yourself the hassle of setting up rows, columns, and formulas using a pre-made Office Excel template. The models include a one budget, vacation budget planner, and
event budget. What we like: there is a model for almost all budget situations, from simple to complex. Access Excel online and collaborate with others in the same document at the same time. Where to get it: Download an Excel file from office templates or sign in to Microsoft and edit it in your desktop browser. Google Drive sheetsHow it works: Google Drive is a file storage service where users can create,
upload, and share files. Get 15GB of storage for free or upgrade if that's not enough. The Sheets for Drive app includes prefabricated templates, such as an annual budget and monthly budget. What we like: You can bring your budget with you by signing in to your Google Drive account from your smartphone, tablet, or computer. You can also share access to a family budget with other members of your
family. Where to get it: Sign in to Google Drive and open Google Sheets to browse templates. Mint lifestyle modelsHow it works: The Mint is a popular budget tool, but in addition to its well-known app, the money manager also offers budget templates. Choose the budget you want and use the pre-made format to guide your spending categorization. What we like: There are specific demographic options that
fit into a variety of life stages. Students will benefit from the college model, while parents of young children will appreciate the daycare model. Where to get it: Download an Excel file from mint. Nerdy tip: Be careful when downloading anything on your computer. If you click the wrong link, you can invite a phishing virus to your financial image. Check online reviews and download budget templates only from
trusted websites. Trust.
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